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A PECULIAR CASE OF BULLET, BURNS AND BOOT
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ABSTRACT:
Medico legal study of different cases of burns. In this case, the accused tried to hide the actual

cause of death, by burning the car along with the body, after shooting him. However careful examination
has brought the accused to justice. It is very important for forensic specialist to visit the scene of crime
and get detailed history of cases burns from investigating officers and use all branches of forensic medicine
to solve crime.
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CASE REPORT:
A half burnt dead body was found in partly

burnt car’s boot (dickey). The male body was half
naked and was in cramped knee-elbow position,
the boot was locked. After the visit to the scene
of the crime the boot of the car was opened. Face
was extremely burnt with hair sniggered; blood
was oozing from nose and ears. Face was not
recognizable. A wooden club was also seen next
to the body in the boot. Body was shifted to
morgue. It was straightened, cleaned and
examined.

External Examination
A small circular wound of about 1 cm in

diameter burned hole was found in the left
temporal region. It was partly covered by semi
burnt hairs. No other external injury was
detected.

Radiological screening of the body
revealed an opaque bullet shaped shadow in the
right parietal region. X-ray of the skull was taken
and on magnification of the image it was
confirmed as that of a bullet.
Internal Examination

Skull was opened and brain removed. A
small (lead) bullet was found in the brain matter
in the r ight parietal lobe, just below the
meninges. There was no evidence of soot in the
trachea giving the clue that the burns were post-
mortem in nature. Other internal organs were
partly congested.

Ballistic expert report
The removed bullet was sent to the

ballistic department. The expert was of the
opinion that it was a 6 mm rifled firearm bullet
(pistol). Only the elite army officers used such
weapons.

DISCUSSION:
During examination of partly or totally burnt

bodies in obscure places or under mysterious
circumstances, care should always be taken to
search for evidence of any crime other than the
apparent burns. It is usually common for the
assailant to burn the body after the assault to
conceal the earlier crime.

In another case, blade of knife was found
in the abdomen the handle made of plastic was
burnt and broken, only the X-ray of the body could
reveal that actual crime was stab wound which
was the cause of the death and not burns. Burn
cases are always deceptive and disturbing to the
investigating officers and police surgeons.

In another case of partly burned female
body, foetal bones in the abdomen was seen in
X-ray suggestive of pregnancy and iron wire
around the neck, death was due to strangulation
and not burns, due to illegal pregnancy.

Importance should be given to scene of
crime, history and time since death. Due to hi
tech electronic media and exposure to western
films, criminals are learning new methods of
committing crimes. As forensic medicine experts
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we should update their knowledge about patterns
of crimes, should be one step ahead of them in
detection of the crimes and giving exact medico
legal opinion.

CONCLUSION:
T h e  o w n e r  o f  t h e  b u r n t  c a r  w a s

traced and the friends of the victim were

screened. One of the friends was in elite
army serv ice (President ia l  Guards)  who
w a s  s u b j e c t e d  t o  i n t e r r o g a t i o n .  O n
sustained interrogation he confessed that
he had shot his fr iend with a 6 mm pistol
on the left temporal region and then put the
body in the boot and drove a long distance
and set the car on fire.


